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May & June Activities (conducted by Chagmay Rinpoche)  
 
3 May : Buddha’s Bathing Ceremony 
 
5 May : Guru Rinpoche Puja 
 
6 May : Celebration of HH Karmapa’s 

Birthday & Marine Life Release 
 
10 May : Gana Chakra  (Vegetarian day)  
 
13 May : 21 Jambhala Puja 
 
21 May : Vajrasattva Retreat 
 (Vegetarian day)  
 
24 May : Mahakala Puja 
 

 
 
 
4 June : Guru Rinpoche Puja (Vegetarian day) 
 
7-9 June : Ceremonies for the 3rd year 

commemoration of Shamar Rinpoche 
 
9 June : Gana Chakra (Vegetarian day) 
 
23 June : Mahakala Puja 
 
25 June : Vajrasattva Retreat  
 (Vegetarian day)  
 
 

3 月 23 日：廿一度母閉關 

 

Preview – July Activities (conducted by Chagmay Rinpoche) 

2 July : Medicine Buddha Puja  ;  3 July : Guru Rinpoche Puja ;  9 July : Gana Chakra  
16 July : Vajrasattva Retreat ;  22 July : Mahakala Puja 

3 月 23 日：廿一度母閉

關 

 

 Donation  

I wish to sponsor : 

 Centre operation   Printing dharma books   Education of lamas   Offerings   Life release   Others 

Amount： Cheque No.：        (Pls write cheque payable to “New Horizon Buddhist Association Ltd.)   

Name： Telephone： email： 

Address： 

Method of payment (please select):    

 Cash  To be paid in person at the centre 

 Cheque Please mail the cheque and the reply slip back to the center. 

 Transfer to bank HongKong Bank A/C: 004-601-024367-001. Please fax payment and reply slips to the center at 2986 3908 

 Receipt required For contributions above $100, you can obtain a tax deductible receipt 

mailto:bodhipath@kagyunews.com.hk
http://www.kagyunews.com.hk/
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Details of the Activities, please refer to the below time-table 
 

  
3 May :  Buddha’s Bathing Ceremony at 10 am; 

 
6 May :  Celebration of HH Karmapa’s Birthday at 10:30am; 

         & Marine Life Release at 2:30pm; 

Gathering place : North Point Public Pier  

Fee : $80 per person ;  Naga vase : @$800 

 
13 May : 21 Jambhala Puja at 2:30pm; 

 
21 May : Vajrasattva Retreat (reciting 100-syllable mantra) at 8:45am;  

    Fee : $130 (lunch included) 

 
Dharma Teaching (Subject : Meditation Practice) : 17 & 31 May ; Every Wednesday at 7:30pm 
 

 
*** Dharma Teaching will be suspended in June. 
 

 
Shamarpa’s 3rd Year Parinirvana – by Chagmay Rinpoche 

 

Date Time Chanting Dharma Text 

7 & 8 June 7:00pm 
1. Group practice of Amitabha 

2. Group practice of Calling Guru 

9 June 7:00pm 

1. Group practice of Amitabha 

2. Group practice of Calling Guru & Amitabha 

Tsog  

 

 May 2017    June 2017 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat  Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 
  

 

 

 

 

1 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

Suspended 

 

 

2 

Buddha’s Bathing 

Ceremony      10am 

(Vegan day) 

Dharma Teaching 

Suspended 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

Guru 

Rinpoche 

Puja 7:30pm 

(Vegan day) 

 

5 

Celebration of 

HH Karmapa’s 

Birthday 

10:30am 

      

 

 

 

 

1 

Three Roots 

7:30pm 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

 

3 
 Life Release 

2:30pm          6 

     

Green Tara 10am 

Amitabha   12pm 

 

 

 

 

8 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

7:30pm 

 

9 

Gana Chakra 

7:30pm 

(Vegan day) 

 

10 

 

 

 

 

11 

Three Roots 

7:30pm 

 

 

12 

21 Jambhala 

Puja 

2:30pm 

 

13 

 Green Tara 10am 

Amitabha   12pm 

 

 

 

 

5 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

7:30pm 

 

6 

Shamarpa’s 3rd Year Parinirvana Puja 

       7pm        /       7pm        /      7pm   and 

     Gana Chakra 

     (Vegan day) 

                   7                     8                      9   

 

 

 

 

10 

Tibetan Lang. 

Class 2:30pm   

  7 

 Guru Rinpoche 

Puja         2:30pm 

(Vegan day)       4 

Green Tara 10am 

Amitabha   12pm 

 

 

 

15 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

7:30pm 

16 

Dharma Teaching 

7:30pm 

 

17 

 

 

 

18 

Three Roots 

7:30pm 

 

19 

 

 

 

20 

 Green Tara 10am 

Amitabha   12pm 

 

 

 

12 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

7:30pm 

13 

Dharma 

Teaching 

Suspended 

14 

 

 

 

15 

Three Roots 

7:30pm 

 

16 

 

 

 

17 
Tibetan Lang. 

Class 2:30pm  14 

 Tibetan Lang. 

Class Canceled 11 

Vajrasattva 

Retreat 

8:45am - 7:30pm 

21 

 

 

 

22 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

7:30pm 

23 

Mahakala Puja 

7:30pm 

 

24 

 

 

 

25 

Three Roots 

7:30pm 

 

26 

 

 

 

27 

 Green Tara 10am 

Amitabha   12pm 

 

 

 

19 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

7:30pm 

20 

Dharma 

Teaching 

Suspended 

21 

 

 

 

22 

Mahakala 

Puja  7:30pm 

 

23 

 

 

 

24 
 Tibetan Lang. 

Class Canceled 18 

Green Tara 10am 

Amitabha   12pm 

 

 

 

29 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

7:30pm 

30 

Dharma Teaching 

7:30pm 

 

31 

    Vajrasattva 

Retreat 

8:45am - 7:30pm 

25 

 

 

 

26 

35Buddhas& 

Shakyamuni 

7:30pm 

27 

Dharma 

Teaching 

Suspended 

28 

 

 

 

29 

Three Roots 

7:30pm 

 

30 

 

Tibetan Lang. 

Class 2:30pm  28 

 

 

For the most update time-table, please visit : www.kagyunews.com.hk 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Please pay attention to the following:    

http://www.kagyunews.com.hk/
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 List of Donors  
 

Operations 
 

Lai Sing Yum、AL Insurance Consultants Ltd. 、Chan Lai 

Chun、Selina Cheng Sau Chun、Cheung Chi Hing、Chin 

Ping Wing、Eliza Fok、Ho Chui Yuk、Kwan Mei Wan、

May Lam Kit Man、Leung Hing Yeung、Celina Liu、See 

Kiang Optical Mfy. Co. Ltd.、Shum Yuk Lung、Wu Wai 

Man、Yuen Yee Wan 、Lai Suk Yi Evelyn、Melody Wan、

Margaret Tse、Amy Chow、Mandy Ma、Wong Kit、Tony 

Lam、Ho Pui Wah、黎保宜、彭雄、黃麗儀、黃敏潔、蔡

孝銘、莊漢添、周有嬌、鄭濟元、利金海、陳錦芳、温

姜釗傑、張姜釗文、馮劉妹、莊錫池、陳惜蘭 

 

Offerings 

Lai Sing Yum、AL Insurance Consultants Ltd. 、Melody 

Wan、Margaret Tse、Amy Chow、Bronica Wan Yui Man、

Ho Pui Wah、黎保宜、黃啟剛、黃俊龍、黃俊健、黃俊

強、黃鐸傑、陳潮蓮、徐靜珠、鄧月好、梁有、周詠欣

合家、譚月養合家、梁潤添、梁潤寶、何耀豪、何耀

駿、何靄琪、何沛謙、黄瑋鏗、莊漢添、莊志文、周有

嬌、鄭濟元、利金海、陳錦芳、温姜釗傑、張姜釗文、

馮劉妹、吳秀英、莊錫池、陳惜蘭 

 

Printing 

Lai Sing Yum、AL Insurance Consultants Ltd.、Melody 

Wan、Margaret Tse、Amy Chow、Tony Lam、Ho Pui 

Wah、黎保宜、鄧月好、謝煥章合家、謝婉毅、謝雨

澤、謝鉦達、石楚湘、莊漢添、周有嬌、鄭濟元、利金

海、陳錦芳、温姜釗傑、張姜釗文、馮劉妹、莊錫池、

陳惜蘭 

 

Education of Lamas 

Lai Sing Yum、AL Insurance Consultants Ltd.、Melody 

Wan、Margaret Tse、Amy Chow、黎保宜、鄧月好、何鵬

蓮、莊漢添、周有嬌、鄭濟元、利金海、陳錦芳、温姜

釗傑、張姜釗文、馮劉妹、莊錫池、陳惜蘭 

 

Others 

Li Pak Kwong 

 

  

Life Release  
 
Shamarpa、Lai Sing Yum、Cheng Ip Mei Hing Katherine、Melody 

Wan、Margaret Tse、Amy Chow、Wong Kit、Selina Cheng、Tony 

Lam、Butt Yuen Ling、Mandy Wong、Mak Ka Nin、Yeung Sin 

Mau Carman、Chiu Chung Man Jasmine、Siu Mui Yue、Chan Oi 

Mi、Ho Suk Ching、Phoebe Ho、Mandy Wong、Mandy Ma、

Keung Mo Kwong、Maria Lam、Tam Lai Ying Carrie、Ho Cheung 

Bros.Cyber Dev.Co、Joanna Lam、Christina Lam、Susanna Lam、

Haddy Chow、Colleen Leung、Rita Fu、Cheung Yuet Leung、Lai 

Man Hon & Family、William Lee、Patricia Chan、Lama Tashi、

Brendan Chung、Bendy & Carmen、Lau Mei Chi & Tenance 

Chow、Sentient Beings、Ken Lee & Family、Wong Cheuk Kei、

Manle、Lo Ka Cheung & Family、Benji Shiu、Richard Celina & 

Family、Cheung Ka Ming & Family、Liu Yuk Cheung & Liu Yuk 

Lin、Liu Yuk Chune & Family、Liu Yuk Lam & Family、Liu Yuk 

Ming Stephen & Family、Mandy Wong、Ani Tashi、Winnie 

Shek、Fanny & Family、Joann Nie & Family、黎保宜、石詩韻合

家、梁有、周詠欣合家、譚月養合家、譚雪琼、畢有森、麥志

明、畢婉賢、陳少英、畢東雄合家、畢浩然、鄧月好、李金鳳、

莊漢添、鄧曉宜、何秀梅、孫鴻德、沈峻焜、鄧傳芳、韋彬、陳

麗蓉、周樂旻、韋淑芹、李永康、李紅纓、劉鳳貞、陳幼容、林

耀強、黃翠儀、馬志文、周小丹、黃穆泉、葉霈坤、葉令桐、黃

佩儀、林嘉恆、黃麗儀、黃家寶合家、黃敏潔、林建波合家、陳

耀昌、梁瑞蓮、陳鏐先生、郭曉璇、林杏芳、胡愛娟合家、十方

眾生、杜曼莉、麥錫璋合家、梁永康合家、梁永輝合家、梁永坤

合家、麥榮宗、譚皓丹、迴向一切眾生得安樂一切冤家得解脫、

蔡新、袁惠榮合家、盧耀昌合家、李萬華合家、譚維新、彭衘心

合家、刘孫榮合家、謝煥章合家、謝婉毅、謝雨澤、謝鉦達、石

楚湘、關通明、陳坤、陳家恆、溫永力、鄧曉樺、陳耀朗、佛弟

子、陳門祖先、張門祖先、程民蕙、程馬璦莉、王漢林、許麗冰

合家、林國強合家、鍾倫標、許靜霖、鍾迦恆、潘永強、許麗

梅、潘迦明、李洁、唐靜鈞、溫達華、李詩瑋、溫珈朗、李詩

穎、李文龍、曾麗萍、黃婉兒、楊麗嫦、姜永寧、梁去鴻、一切

天災人禍罹難之眾生、周寶雯、王佩影女士、區雁玲女士、何鵬

蓮合家、陳兆南合家、劉楚瑜合家、郭鑑明、謝令桐及譚麗麗合

家共七人、黃悅樺、楊中名、楊炳淇、吳法泩、張藹翔、伍月

梨、沈銘城、沈穎洪、王汶枷、謝家宝、謝採樺合家、梁寶欣合

家、許義良先生、李炯、李平安、黃志忠、黃雋杰、黃靖詒、凌

瑞玉、張詠熙、張惠儀、葉維堅、葉陳淑嬋、楊燕仝人、周佩

雯、陳漢權、李群、陳嘉祺、陳秋鳳、陳作義、謝麗芬、繆靜、

王麗冰、馮潔貞、符秀芳、譚盛思、殷玉卿、莊錫池、陳惜蘭 

 

** The above donor’s list is upon receipt before 16 April ** 
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Reply Form  (Receipt for tax purpose will be given for donation above $100) 

 

Buddha’s Bathing Ceremony : 3 May 

Lamp Offering (7-days)                                              $300 x       nos.     $ 

Lamp Offering (3-days)                                               $200 x       nos.   $ 

Food Offering                                               $100 x       nos. $ 

Flower Offering $ ___________                                                           Donation at your discretion $ __________ $ 

                                                                       *Total : $ 

 

Celebration of HH Karmapa’s Birthday : 6 May 

Lamp Offering (7-days)                                             $300 x       nos.     $ 

Lamp Offering (3-days)                                              $200 x       nos.   $ 

Food Offering                                              $100 x       nos. $ 

Flower Offering $ ___________                                                         Donation at your discretion $ __________ $ 

                                                                    *Total : $ 

 

Marine Life Release : 6 May 

Ferry Ticket                                $80 x       nos. $ 

Naga Vase                                                                                                                                                     $800 x      nos. $ 

Donation at your discretion $ 

               *Total： $ 

 

21 Jambhala Puja : 13 May 

Lamp Offering (7-days)                                            $300 x       nos.     $ 

Lamp Offering (3-days)                                             $200 x       nos.   $ 

Food Offering                                             $100 x       nos. $ 

Flower Offering $ ___________                                                         Donation at your discretion $ __________ $ 

                                                                 *Total : $ 

 
Vajrasattva Retreat : 21 May 

Name of participant                            $130 x        nos.     $ 

Lamp Offering (7-days)                                            $300 x        nos.     $ 

Lamp Offering (3-days)                                            $200 x        nos.   $ 

Eight Offerings                                            $100 x        nos. $ 

Food Offering                                            $100 x        nos. $ 

Flower Offering $ ___________                                                        Donation at your discretion $ __________ $ 

                                                                               *Total： $ 

 

Shamarpa’s 3rd Year Parinirvana Puja : 7-9 June  

Lamp offering (7 days)                                             $300 x      nos.   $ 

Lamp offering (3 days)                                             $200 x      nos.   $ 

Food offering                               $100 x      nos. $ 

Flower Offering $ ___________                                                       Donation at your discretion  $ __________ $ 

                                                                                                                                                                    * Total :  

            

Vajrasattva Retreat : 25 June 

Name of participant                            $130 x        nos.     $ 

Lamp Offering (7-days)                                            $300 x        nos.     $ 

Lamp Offering (3-days)                                            $200 x        nos.   $ 

Eight Offerings                                            $100 x        nos. $ 

Food Offering                                            $100 x        nos. $ 

Flower Offering $ ___________                                                        Donation at your discretion $ __________ $ 

                                                              *Total： $ 

 

Please mail the cheque or fax the pay-in slip with reply form back to center.   Fax : 2986 3908 
Cheques payable to “New Horizon Buddhist Association Ltd.”   HSBC A/C No. 004-601-024367-001 
 Name:  Tel: 

Address: 

Email: 

Cheque No.: Bank: Total: 
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 HH Karmapa’s interview in Rome : Unpredictable times in Eurpoe : Life is change 

Rome - In times of migrant crisis, economic and religious conflicts, Europe has a chance for a wholesome 

change of perspective to turn every challenge, every obstacle into an opportunity. Definitely "We cannot stop 

change... Life is change", says Thaye Dorje, His Holiness the Gyalwa Karmapa in an exclusive interview to 

AGI. 

The Karmapas are the leaders of the important Karma Kagyu lineage of Tibetan Buddhism. The first Karmapa 

was Dusum Khyenpa, born in 1110, before the first Dalai Lama, who was born in 1391. Trinley Thaye Dorje, 

the 17th Gyalwa Karmapa, is the current holder of the Karma Kagyu lineage. He was born in central Tibet in 

1983, then officially recognized and enthroned in March 1994. He lives in Delhi, India, and has the spiritual 

responsibility for over 900 monasteries and meditation centres all over the world. In Tibetan Buddhism, 

Karmapa represents the longest unbroken chain of reincarnate leaders. Our conversation took place a few days 

after Karmapa presided over the Kagyu Monlam in Bodh Gaya, one of the biggest events in the Buddhist 

calendar, at Buddhism's most holy site, where Gautama Buddha attained Enlightenment. 

Q : Your Holiness, Europe faces migrant crisis, million of refugees are traveling to Old Continent and it seems 

a growing spiral out of control. Isn't just an economic or political problem. The evidence shows that this 

change also involves the spiritual and ethical sphere of the western world. How to deal with this difficult 

challenge? 

A:  Yes, there is a crisis, and it is a worrying and saddening situation, and so we must find a way to solve this 

matter for the benefit of all sentient beings. Just like there are so many different valuable methods and 

approaches to solving this crisis according to various philosophies, religions, political viewpoints, 

economic systems, the practice of Buddhism also offers ways to address this matter, but not in the way 

we might imagine. 

When we are born as a human being, we are naturally and inevitably bound by the condition of this type 

of existence, and this condition is described and summed up by the historical Buddha Shakyamuni as 

'Dukkha' (usually translated as "suffering" or "unsatisfactoriness"). Of course, that statement may seem 

very negative and dismal, but the Buddha had a real point when he said that this life is suffering, because 

what he meant by that is that our human condition is somehow based on change. That is what he meant to 

say, but somehow due to our strong habitual patterns and instincts, developed over many years and 

matured due to our concepts and theories and views and religions, we somehow get a little disoriented, 

due to having too many kinds of advice, too many theories. 

As a result of it, then somehow the challenge becomes accepting the nature of the human condition: 

accepting that it is change - that from the moment of birth it was change, and it is change still, and it will 

always be change in the future, too. This is our current condition, and there is no way to alter that. And 

we depend on religion, politics, different forms of morale, science, medicine, and whatever else it may be 

to somehow deal with this human condition. Although these means are valuable and beneficial in their 

own right, in terms of the human condition the only solution seems to be acceptance of that condition, 

which means accepting change as change. 

And so I would say that the contribution of Buddhism would be the offering of this suggestion, which 

both the Buddha himself, as well as all those who have followed in his footsteps, had offered: pointing 

out that life is change, and that if we don't realise that life is change and accept that, then it leads to 

suffering. And so therefore, developing this kind of perspective and then persevering in actualizing this 

perspective in one's experience, in one's duration, in one's stay within the human condition, seems to be 

the purpose. 
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Of course, we all would love to have a remedy that tells us how to deal with these difficult challenges by 

following steps A, B, C, D... a permanent and quick-fix type of solution, but according to what Buddha 

understood, realised and shared, the only thing there is to do in terms of answering the question 'What is 

the purpose of human life or the human condition?' the answer seems to be that it is to realise the nature 

of our human condition and then find a way to accept it. This acceptance is understood as great courage, 

and as a result, someone who has accepted it is regarded as a great being. They are regarded as a great 

being not because that person is "The Chosen One" or "The Leader" or the head of a particular belief 

system: instead, the sheer simplicity of accepting that life is change brings immediate clarity, and 

therefore the base of all anxieties immediately right there and then diminishes. Because life is change - 

what that means is that there is a conceptual past, meaning that there is a conceptual history, and there is 

also a conceptual possible history, meaning that according to the past and according to what has happened 

today, that tomorrow it could be like this. One can draw theories, one can draw concepts, but nothing 

more. The reality is that past is truly past, and the future hasn't come at all, and even the present is just a 

mere experience of change? and as a result then there is nothing to fear, there is nothing to lose. All there 

is  a mere experience.  

And so it is this kind of attitude, perspective and practice that has helped many beings to somehow turn 

every challenge, every obstacle into an opportunity. To do what? Basically, to do good, to be good, to be 

kind. 

Q :  As a spiritual leader, how do you explain and judge the Islamist radicalization? Why did so many people 

join in this Islamic State? 

 A : If we ask ourselves, "Why did this happen?" most likely we will end up having endless questions of 

endless whys, and we will never hear the end of it, because there are endless causes for why this has 

happened. Relatively, we will find hundreds and thousands and countless whys concerning why this 

happened, all kinds of theories and concepts? We can have political views about it, religious views about 

it, scientific views about it. We can have countless theories and views about why this happened, and the 

thing is we will never find anything absolute in the end. We will not be able to explain, not be able to 

judge why this or that happened, and the reason why we will never find the absolute cause is because the 

very nature of human condition is change. That will always be the only and eternal guarantee: that as long 

as there is human existence or a human condition or human experience one thing we can always be 

certain of is change. We can always be certain that tomorrow will never be the same as today. And each 

day, no matter how similar they may be, or they may have been, in fact each of them are different. Why? 

Because they are just changing all the time; they are constantly impermanent. Not just from one day to 

another day, but from one moment to the other. So as a result, and probably from recognition of that fact - 

recognition that this is the case - we understand that each moment is entirely different from the other, no 

matter how similar they may seem. 

Having said all that, meaning establishing such a philosophy or perspective of life, which may seem 

sophisticated, interesting, logical, but still, our main question here is probably not exactly why did this 

happen but rather what is there to do, which is more related to the first question: how to deal with it? And 

according to the Buddhist perspective what follows after establishing this view, one could say, this 

perspective, the conduct, or the attitude, the remedy, the practice, the approach, the application - whatever 

we call it - seems to be none other than letting it be. In many ways, this may sound illogical, but somehow 

if we look at it calmly and carefully that seems to be it. We can see that there is an opportunity, that there 

is a chance to do something, and so immediately we recognise that there is something to be done, but then 

if we ask ourselves and if we start to scratch and search what to do, we will not really find the answer in 

terms of what is the absolute thing to do. We will never find the absolute remedy. And it's not because we 

are not wise enough, we are not compassionate enough, or we are not experienced enough. I believe that 

the reason is because there is nothing to do. There is only to recognise, there is only to accept, nothing 

more. 
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The reason why the best approach is to let things be is because if we try to do anything more than that, 

then we will lose first of all our objective, and whatever approach we take will not accord with our aim. 

That it'll always go the other way. The bottom line is to explain that letting things be is the way to go. 

It is important to understand what this perspective of letting things be means. It is said that the practice of 

letting be, which is the main practice of Buddhism, is a way to let the past be where it belongs. Right now 

our approach, our curiosity is based mainly on the past, rather than the present: when we say why did so 

many people join? So immediately the focus is on giving life to the past, and as a result then immediately 

we use this present moment, this present as a connector, to connect with the future, with what could 

happen. 

So therefore, the past, or whatever has happened, we're not letting it be, we are giving life to it, we are 

breathing life into it and making it real. And then equally, doing the same with the future - we believe that 

somehow judging by the past that the immediate conceptual logic is a similar pattern of the future, and 

therefore we use that as a way to predict what will happen. And as a result of it then what happens is that 

we lose the present moment, which is a terrible thing, because in fact the present is the most important 

moment of all. And the present moment, of course, its own nature, as I said earlier, it's change. And so it 

is never supposed to stand still, it's supposed to continuously move on. And so therefore, instead of letting 

the past where it belongs, and doing the same with the future and the same with the present, we somehow 

jumble all of these three, and as a result of it, then we just don't know what to do. We can never find an 

actual way. And so therefore, we never let things be, we always do the opposite, we always continue to 

try to alter it, try to do something, and so although we have an aim of what we want to do, however our 

application is not in line with our aim. And so therefore, our aim is to put the spoonful of food into the 

mouth, but we miss completely. So therefore, there is constant anxiety. 

And so therefore the practice of letting it be means that past belongs in the past: it's gone, and the future 

hasn't come. And even the present moment is also not something that is still, but it is a constant moving 

thing, changing thing, evolving thing. And so therefore all we do is just be aware of it, and not try to alter 

things. 

Because the minute we try to alter it, we lose it. We lose our priority. Having said all of that, it is very 

important to understand that letting it be doesn't mean that one doesn't do anything about it? that one let's 

water boil on its own and eventually spill and cause damage or harm. What it means is to be in this 

present moment which is constantly moving - be there. Because the past is definitely a teacher for sure 

but nothing more, and using our logic, using our ideas, our systematic wisdom, we can expect some 

things that might come our way, meaning the future. We may be able to predict some possibilities maybe, 

but nothing more, There will never be any guarantees at all. Nobody can guarantee the future at all, 

because that's the nature and that's the beauty of the future. That it is always supposed to be like that. It 

was always like that, it will always be that, that we will never ever know the future. Thinking that we can 

see the future just like we can see the past causes anxiety. And so we let the future be in its own place, we 

let the past be in its own place, and we even let the present be in its own way. Because its nature is to 

move on, and we use the inherent ability that we all possess, which is to be aware of that present moment, 

and follow with the same current. If we do that then our priorities are set, meaning the three priorities: 

letting the past, present and future be, so as a result of it we are not overburdened by what has happened 

and what could happen, and what is happening now, one could say. And at the same time we are able to 

carry whatever responsibilities we may have thoroughly, to the dot, without being overburdened by things 

that we cannot control. And according to Buddhism it's not because there is something to control, and we 

don't control. But there is nothing to control. The past is really gone, the future never happened, and the 

present is also equally moving away. So there is nothing to do, except to be aware of this present moment, 

and do what's necessary, meaning do a little good, whatever good we can, and not be overburdened by 

what could happen and what could not happen. 

Q : Pope Francis' style is changing the relation between Catholic Church and faithful in a way closest to the 

reality of people's lives. Do you think it's possible to adapt the traditional religious systems to the 

contemporary world without the risk of loss in terms of rules and doctrine? 
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A : What I believe as a Buddhist, although Buddhism doesn't really have a belief system at all, so rather I 

should say what I understand, is that philosophies, religions, rituals, science, medicine, politics, economic 

science, agricultural science, all of these are just tools, nothing more, and at the end of the day, what we 

are supposed to do with these tools, or the nature of these tools, these methods, these means, is to bring 

awareness, to provide awareness to those who seek. All of these means are just a medium; all of these are 

languages. And we use these languages to make everyone aware of what is what, how things function, 

what is the nature of things, in the simplest of ways and the most elaborate ways, and that's about it. 

And so therefore, whoever practices being an example of awareness is an object of gratitude and respect, 

genuine gratitude and respect. Because what they are doing is bringing the inspiration that no matter 

where we come from, no matter who we are, no matter our background, no matter the language we speak, 

we can become aware of the meaning of this existence, the purpose of this existence, and so eventually, or 

in absolute, in ultimate, there is no doctrine to be lost, because there never was one. 

All there is, and all there will ever be, is clarity, clarity meaning excellence in a way, like beauty or truth, 

which is not a doctrine at all but the nature of the way things are - that a person practicing compassion or 

loving kindness on one side of the world, and another at the opposite end of the world - both in their own 

ways, their own language, their own culture, no matter how different they may be, no matter how 

different they look - that excellence has no border. That quality, that beauty, that truth has no border at all. 

There is no difference - we cannot separate that excellence in any way, and therefore it is sometimes 

described as timeless. However, we do have lots of different tools, languages, mediums to describe that 

excellence. And so of course the languages or the tools or the means that we utilise will always be 

different of course. As life is always changing, that language will always change. For example, the 

English language has always changed, ever since its conception, one could say; and it will continue to 

change - in a hundred years time it will be very different from how we use the English language right now 

- very, very different. 

So therefore, deep down there is no real need to worry that we will lose the doctrine as such, because 

there never was one - it was just a means, it was just a language. All there is is that excellence, which is, 

in one way, clarity - clear, transparent. 

We cannot be bordered or gapped or separated by anything. 

Compassion practiced by a mute individual and a very very literate one is the same. One might not be 

able to express it in words, but the experience and the expression is the same. 

Q : What would you say to the Pope? 

A :  I would like to express to him my deepest respect for carrying his responsibility for others' benefit. 

Q :  Climate change, poverty, armed conflicts, an increasing loss of spirituality, the challenge of new 

technologies? For the Buddhist order it's time to take up the struggle to improve the life of the people and 

to engage in politics and social commitment, or it's better hold on to traditional idea of abstinence from 

such activities? 

A :  If we examine the Buddhist perspective and its practice, it's based on accepting the way things are. Both 

the perspective and the practice are based on that. 

As a result, phenomena such as climate change, poverty, war, and so on? just as a human body changes 

from the moment it is conceived, meaning the inevitable ageing, the inevitable illness, the inevitable 

death, in the same way, on a larger scale, as a whole, one could say, the human condition is seen in two 

parts, one part being the container (the outer world) and the other one the content (the beings within it). 

So therefore, in both aspects, since they are interdependent, meaning that they are very intimately 

connected to each other, it is inevitable that they will change, they will decay, they will deteriorate. 
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This cannot be labelled as good or bad in absolute terms. The only way we can somehow label it is that it 

is change. So therefore, both the practice and the perspective is based on that understanding. So therefore, 

in a way there is no real absolute cause to try to alter things, to try to change things in absolute. Why? 

Because it's impossible; one cannot do it. 

 Of course, having said that, it doesn't mean that one doesn't bother about it and create more pollution - 

physical pollution and mental pollution. Not in that sense, of course. Rather, one will do what one can, 

according to one's capacity, but not overburden oneself with an impossible task. 

Because the nature of it is to change so it is for sure that we can never stop it from changing. Maybe one 

can postpone, by finding various methods and ideas, using whatever technologies we have, using 

whatever modern science we have. We may be able to find a way to maybe lengthen it a little bit, 

postpone a little bit maybe, but in absolute there is no real way to alter it. 

And it's not that there is something to alter but the task is too great, and so as a result then one gives up, 

but it's because there is nothing to alter - it just is change. We cannot stop change. Change is change. 

So therefore, the greatest contribution from the Buddhists is first of all being responsible oneself - 

everything begins from oneself, that being responsible oneself in terms of trying to let go of the futility of 

causing physical and mental pollution. According to Buddhism, one sees that these concrete or 

materialistic forms of pollution originate from a lack of awareness, lack of understanding, which is 

translated as afflictive emotions and karma. The lack of awareness and the activities that follow after the 

lack of awareness. So therefore one actually deals with the root of pollution, so that there is no form of 

pollution to begin with. 

But whatever pollution there, that's something that one cannot change. All there is to do is to accept it, to 

let it be, to not try to change it and alter it. 

Such practice is taught and shared in this way exactly according to the historical Buddha Shakyamuni, 

that his way of sharing his wisdom, his experience, his understanding was on the basis of courtesy, 

meaning that he never imposed his understanding, his realisation on anyone. Instead, he did give 

suggestions from time to time, but usually only when he was asked. So maybe the reason why we don't 

see so many of the Buddhist organisations around the world so prominent in being involved in these 

activities has something to do with that. 

 


